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ABSTRACT 

 
In this paper, we present our first work in the 
"Computerized Teaching of the Holly Quran" project, 
which aims to assist the memorization process of the 
Noble Quran based-on the speech recognition techniques. 
In order to build a high performance speech recognition 
system for this purpose, accurate acoustic models are 
essentials. Since annotated speech corpus of the Quranic 
sounds was not available yet, we tried to collect speech 
data from reciters memorizing the Quran and then 
focusing on their labeling and segmentation. 
It was necessarily, to propose a new labeling scheme 
which is able to cover all the Quranic Sounds and its 
phonological variations. In this paper, we present a set of 
labels that cover all the Arabic phonemes and their 
allophones and then show how it can be efficiently used 
to segment our Quranic corpus. 
 

Index Terms— Quran; Arabic; transcription; speech; 
recognition 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Human machine interaction is switching from buttons 
and screens to speech. Speech recognition is an important 
element in this interaction. However, to build a speech 
recognition system a speech database is needed. A speech 
database is essential not only to build a speech 
recognition system but also to build other systems such as  
speaker verification and speech syntheses. This is one of 
the reasons that speech databases have been collected for 
many languages, for example: English [1], Spanish [2], 
Dutch [3],  Mandarin [4],  French [5] and Arabic [6] 
among others. 
Although recited Quran is not used in communication, it 
is important in teaching the pronunciation of Classical 
Arabic sounds in addition to the fact that it is 

indispensable in Islamic worshiping such as prayers. 
Teaching how to recite the Quran has been through 
teachers who pronounce the Quranic sounds accurately. 
Such method has been practiced since the revelation of 
the Quran.  
This paper is part of a project to build a speech 
recognition system that would be able to teach learners 
how to pronounce its sounds and correct them when they 
make mistakes. However, before building the system a 
speech database of the recited Quran is needed where the 
sounds are labeled and segmented.  
Recent speech databases possess transcription at different 
levels. These levels range from the phonemes to 
intonations. In addition to transcribing the speech, the 
transcription is aligned with the speech acoustic signal [7, 
8]. The transcription and alignment can be done 
manually, automatically or both where the manual 
transcription is done for verification of the automatic 
transcription [7, 9]. 
This paper presents a new transcription labels that are 
more convenient to the transcribers and appropriate for 
speech recognition tools such as Hidden Markov Toolkit 
(HTK) [10]. At the same, they cover all Arabic sounds 
including that of the Modern Standard Arabic, Arabic 
dialects and Classical Arabic.  
 

2. SOUND LABLES 
 
The appropriate symbols for accurate speech 
transcription are those of the International Phonetic 
Alphabet (IPA) for the fact that they represent the speech 
sounds of all languages and their dialects [11]. However, 
they are not familiarly used in speech databases for the 
reason that most language programs and speech tools 
such as Hidden Markov Toolkit do not recognize them. 
On the other hand, language orthography does not 
represent all the sound of its language, therefore, it is not 
used by itself for transcription. So, other symbols 
available on the keyboard are used for transcription such 
as @, >, in addition, combinations of two characters such 



as the English letters and Arabic numerals were used in 
other speech databases [8, 12, 13, 14, 15].  
Moreover, different sets of symbols have been created to 
transcribe speech databases. One of them is the Speech 
Assessment Methods Phonetic Alphabet (SAMPA) [16] 
which has been used for English and other European 
languages [7, 17]. Another set is the British English 
Example Pronunciations (BEEP) [18].  
However, these sets are not sufficient to cover the sounds 
of a European language such as Icelandic [19]. The 
Arabic sound system is even more remote to be covered 
by these sets of sounds. For example, there are 13 
phonemes that do not have symbols in the Roman 
alphabet let alone the geminates and other allophonic 
variations [20].  
 

3. METHODS 
 
Our aim in this work is to create a set of labels that cover 
all the Arabic phonemes and their allophones. The set 
needs to include the sound system of the Classical Arabic 
(CA) and that of the Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) in 
addition to be flexible to include the sounds found in the 
Arabic dialects. The labels are consistent in terms of the 
number of characters. Each label consists of four 
characters (Figure 1). The first two are letters that 
represent the Arabic phonemes which are taken from 
KACST Arabic Phonetic Database [21]. The third 
character is a number which symbolizes sound duration 
including geminates. The fourth character is another 
number that represent the allophonic variations.  
 

 
Figure 1. The function of the characters in each label. 

 
So, a phoneme such as the pharyngeal consonant /M/ is 
represented as “cs10” where “1” means single (not 
geminate) and “0” represents its phonemic status. The 
complete set of the sound system of the CA at the 
phonemic level is shown in Table 1. The set consists of 
31 phonemes that represent the single vowels and 
consonants. As it can be seen, the first number is always 
“1” which means that the sound is single, and the second 
number is always “0” which means the sound is a 
phoneme. To represent the geminate counterparts of these 
phonemes, the first number must be “2”. The labels of the 
single and geminate phonemes can be used to transcribe 
CA speech at the phoneme level. A word such as “العنبر” 
the ambergris is transcribed as 
hz10as10ls10cs10as10ns10bs10as10rs10. The strong 
relationship between the Arabic orthography and the 
phonemic transcription is very clear. The reason for this 
is that the Arabic alphabet represents the Arabic sounds 
in most of the cases. Unlike English where /f/, for 

example, can be represented by different letters such as 
“f, ph, gh”.  
 
Table 1. Arabic orthography (AO) and the new labels (NL). 

AO NL AO NL AO NL 

 fs10 ف vb10 ذ as10 َــ

 qs10 ق rs10 ر us10 ُــ

 ks10 ك zs10 ز is10 ِــ

 ls10 ل ss10 س hz10 ء

 ms10 م js10 ش bs10 ب

 ns10 ن sb10 ص ts10 ت

 hs10 هـ db10 ض vs10 ث

 ws10 و tb10 ط jb10 ج

 ys10 ي zb10 ظ hb10 ح

 cs10 ع xs10 خ

 gs10 غ ds10 د
 

 
Although the labels in Table 1 and their geminate 
counterparts are sufficient for the transcription at the 
phoneme level, they do not discriminate between 
allophones at the phonetic level transcription. But the 
label sets are flexible to contain the allophonic variations. 
Table 2 shows the CA allophones of the single 
phonemes. The letters are the same as of those in Table 1. 
The first number is always 1 to represent the single 
allophones. However, it can be 2 to represent the 
geminate consonants and vowels or 4, 6 or 8 to represent 
the longer vowel duration mudoud. The second number is 
always 1 or higher to cover the allophones not only in the 
CA but also that of MSA.  
A word such as “إنسان” human is transcribed 
hz11is11ss14ss11as21ns11 at this level.  
 
Table 2. Arabic orthography (AO), the new symbols (NS) and 
the phonetic description (D). 
AO NL  D  AO NL  D  

as11 plain sb11 plain 

as12 emphatic 
 ص

sb14 nasalized 

as13 velarized db11 plain 
 َــ

as16 centralized 
 ض

db14 nasalized 

us11 plain tb11 plain ُــ 

us12 emphatic 

 ط

tb14 nasalized 

phoneme gemination allophone 



AO NL  D  AO NL  D  

us13 velarized tb15 released with 
a schwa 

is11 plain zb11 plain 

is12 emphatic 
 ظ

zb14 nasalized ِــ 

is13 velarized ع cs11 plain 

 gs11 plain غ hz11 plain ء

bs11 plain fs11 plain 

 ب
bs15 released with 

a schwa 

 ف
fs14 nasalized 

ts11 plain qs11 plain 

ts14 nasalized qs14 nasalized ت 

ts15 aspirated 

 ق

qs15 released with 
a schwa 

vs11 plain ks11 plain 
 ث

vs14 nasalized ks14 nasalized 

jb11 plain 

 ك

ks15 aspirated 

jb14 nasalized ls11 plain ج 

jb15 released with 
a schwa ls12 emphatic 

 hb11 plain ح

 ل

ls14 nasalized 

 ms11 plain م xs11 plain خ

ds11 plain ن ns11 plain 

 د
ds15 released with 

a schwa هـ hs11 plain 

vb11 plain ws11 plain 
 ذ

vb14 nasalized 
 و

ws14 nasalized 

rs11 plain ys11 plain 

rs12 emphatic 
 ر ys14 nasalized ي

rs14 nasalized 

zs11 plain 
 ز

zs14 nasalized 

ss11 plain 
 س

ss14 nasalized 

AO NL  D  AO NL  D  

js11 plain 
 ش

js14 nasalized 

 
These sets of labels shown in Table 1 and Table 2 are 
being used in the Computerized Teaching of the Holly 
Quran project. First, we had to create a speech database 
for Quranic citation then transcribing it. The transcription 
is made at three levels using the Praat tools (Figure 2) 
[22]. The first level is at the word level where each word 
is segmented and labelled. The second level is at the 
phoneme level where the labels from Table 1 are used. 
The third level is the allophone/phonetic level where 
labels from Table 2 are used. The transcription and 
segmentation are done manually. To avoid typing errors 
an interface with all the labels and their meanings is 
created (Figure 3). Each label is designed as a button that 
transfers its label to the location defined previously at the 
transcription interface. 
 

 
Figure 2. A screenshot of the customized Praat interface: 1) 
wave, 2) spectrogram, 3) word-level transcription, 4) phoneme-
level transcription, 5) allophone-level transcription. 
 

 
Figure 3. A screenshot of the new transcription with their 
references and insertion tools. 
 

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
The method for transcription has been applied to Quranic 
recitation to collect a sufficient Quranic speech database 
for training and testing. The database will be used to 
build the Computerized Teaching of the Holly Quran 
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system in the HTK environment. The initial results are 
encouraging but not enough to be reported here. We hope 
to report the results of this project in another paper when 
adequate results are available.   
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